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1. Initial area of interest 
Joining MA DSISF at LCC, my initial area of interest was to investigate how 
to use design as a (communicative tool) for generative environmental 
activism. Since I am very invested in global and national politics, but also in 
the areas of human identity, biology, culture, philosophy, and the interplay 
of these things, Unit 04 appears to be a great opportunity to combine these 
approaches into an expressive speculative design project.

My goal for this is to spark a conversation about climate change, that is not 
purely about current politics and resistance, but rather envisions living and 
populating this future as a way to make the effects of the climate crisis.

For this, I selected the theme of a +4°C increase in global temperature 
by 2100, which to most scientists is one of the worst pathways for the 
development of the climate crisis. I then combined it with the theme of 
transhumanism to tell a story of adaptation, perseverance and maybe in 
some instances even thriving within this scenario that we usually view as a 
dystopian apocalypse.

Within Stuart Candy’s Possible Futures Diagram as portrayed in ‘Speculative 
Everything’, this scenario would be seated in between the probable and 
plausible, but not take up the same space as the “preferable” cone. This 
is because this project will not attempt to tell an inspiring, utopian story of 
what we could achieve with optimal effort, but rather focus on a scenario 
that is unarguably worse than the present, yet likely to happen, and how 
humankind might attempt to deal with it. 

“Cones of the future” by Stuart Candy (2010)
- based on voros2003, hancock and bezold 1994
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2. Trend research and specifying the scope
After choosing a topic for the speculative design unit, the next important 
step is to research the probability and specific effects of +4°C temperature 
increase on human life as well as current transhumanist technology and 
emerging trends within the field. This is needed in order to figure out the 
exact parameters that the design has to follow when being conducted.

2.1 A +4°C increase of global temperature
As per the likelihood, scientists unanimously agree that with our current 
actions in regards to greenhouse gas emissions, global temperature will 
rise by +4°C by 2100. The Potsdam Institute for Climate Impact Research and 
Climate Analytics states in “Turn down the heat ~ Why a 4°C warmer world 
must be avoided.“ (2013), that even if governments on a global scale stick to 
the emissions pledges made at the climate conventions in Copenhagen and 
Cancun, there is still a 20% chance of +4°C increase in global temperature 
by 2100, and a 10% for this to happen by 2070. (Page 23)
The goal defined within these conventions is to keep the increase of global 
temperature to less than 2°C. The reason for a 20% chance even with these 
emission pledges, is because of the possibility of crossover and cascade 
effects like the thawing of the permafrost in the subarctic tundras that 
currently store massive amounts of greenhouse gases.

Since global warming distributes unevenly across the globe and therefore 
implies different environmental changes in different regions, it is necessary 
for this project to focus on one specific region in the world in order to make 
the project manageable. Since most people that engage with the eventual 
outcome of this project live in London and can therefore relate to its current 
climate conditions, I chose central Europe as the region to further analyze. 
A +4°C increase in global temperature equals an increase of 5 - 6°C in this 
region.

To analyze the effects of a +4°C climate crisis scenario on human life in 
the central European climate zone, this project looks at parameters and 
projections set out by the Intergovernmental Panel of Climate Change 
(IPCC) and the Potsdam Institute for Climate Impact Research and Climate 
Analytics (PIK), which showcase studies and statistics that have consensus 
within the climate scientist community.

The most relevant parameters as described by these agencies are risks to 
human support systems like food, water, ecosystems and human health, all 
of which will be negatively impacted in a +4°C scenario.

2.1.1 Food and Ecosystems:
In fact, in a 4°C world climate change seems likely to become the dominant 
driver of ecosystem shifts, surpassing habitat destruction as the greatest 
threat to biodiversity. Recent research suggests that large-scale loss of 
biodiversity is likely to occur in a 4°C world, with climate change and high 
CO2 concentration driving a transition of the Earth´s ecosystems into a state 
unknown in human experience. Ecosystem damage would be expected to 
dramatically reduce the provision of ecosystem services on which society 
depends (for example, fisheries and protection of coastline—afforded by 
coral reefs and mangroves).

In their 2012 report, the PIK argues that a 4°C world would experience 
large-scale loss of biodiversity, with climate change taking on the role of 
being the dominant driver of ecosystem shifts and habitat destruction. 
They furthermore state that the damage to ecosystems is expected to 
dramatically reduce the provision of their goods such as crops, fisheries 
and environmental protection.
Most plants used for human agriculture use one of two mechanisms of 
photosynthesis, either C3 or C4, with C3 specializing in photosynthesis in 
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colder and moderate climate zones, and C4 specializing in photosynthesis 
in warmer and drier climate zones. The issue at hand is that most plants 
that are used for food production (crops like wheat, rice, rye: but also trees, 
fruit and vegetables) in the northern hemisphere rely on C3 photosynthesis 
which will no longer be possible if their native regions get too hot.
Instead, C4 crops and CAM plants will have to take their place, yet these will 
also be subject to reduced yields, parasites and strong droughts. It is yet 
unsure if these plants can replace the current native species, therefore food 
security in a 4°C world is under massive threat.

In addition to this, most humans will no longer have the option to consume 
meat, as it is way less resource efficient to feed the remaining plants and 
scarce water to animals.
Previously everyday fruits and vegetables might become exotic, expensive 
and grown indoors to protect them from the environmental conditions.
In order to ensure future survival, maximizing nutritional efficiency in both 
plants and our digestive system are key.
 
2.1.2 Water:
While sea levels will rise and endanger coastal regions, fresh water supply 
will be more scarce. Rainfalls are projected to be heavy but rare. Droughts 
and wildfires will occur more frequently and potentially dry out freshwa-
ter reservoirs in the summer. Efficient usage and restoring of water is key 

to avoid human dehydration and the collapse of eco- and foodsystems.  

2.1.3 Human Health:
Despite significant efforts to improve health services (for example, 
improved medical care, vaccination development, surveillance programs), 
significant additional impacts on poverty levels and human health are 
expected. Changes in temperature, precipitation rates, and humidity 

influence vector-borne diseases (for example, malaria and dengue fever) 
as well as hantaviruses, leishmaniasis, Lyme disease, and schistosomiasis. 
Further health impacts of climate change could include injuries and deaths 
due to extreme weather events. Heat-amplified levels of smog could 
exacerbate respiratory disorders and heart and blood vessel diseases, 
while in some regions climate change-induced increases in concentrations 
of aeroallergens (pollens, spores) could amplify rates of allergic respiratory 
disorders.

Due to higher temperatures in the summer, heat and dehydration will be 
a much more frequent cause of death, now also affecting younger people. 
Large cities will be more affected by heating than the countryside. In 
addition to this, the PIK projects that summer months in the mediteranean 
area might be up to 9˚C hotter than our current heat records.
Due to the collapse of ecosystems essential to the production of oxygen, 
oxygen levels in the atmosphere will lower while carbon dioxide levels will 
rise, thus making it hard to breathe and perform heavy duty tasks. 
The weakening of the jet-stream due to the heating of the arctic makes 
extreme cold polar periods and temperature drops up to -25°C in the winter 
months a lot more likely, standing in harsh contrast to the overall climate of 
warmer, milder winters. People, agriculture and infrastructure will need to be 
adaptable to different extremes, either long lasting or atleast self-repairing. 
our previous abundance of resources is no more, resource efficiency is key 
for survival.

2.1.4 Speculations and cascade effects:
people might be more likely to go out and work during the night than during 
the day to avoid the heat. nocturnal lifestyles might become more relevant.
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2.2 Transhumanism
Transhumanist philosophy, Transhumanist practice:
At its core, transhumanism as a philosophy is about transcending the 
boundaries of the human form and spirit to become more than what 
humankind is today. The philosophical origins of transhumanism are 
often attributed to German philosopher Friedrich Nietzsche’s works and 
thoughts around what he calls the “Übermensch”, essentially a better, 
less flawed next step in what humans must become. Nietzsche himself did 
not necessarily define Übermensch through pure physical superiority, but 
instead spoke in great lengths about the superior thinking, aspirations and 
nature of the Übermensch. 

Today, however, transhumanist practitioners and thinkers often focus on 
the availability of technological and scientific methods through which 
to enhance the body itself rather than on ascension through personality 
development.
This can be evidenced by the British philosopher and futurist Max More’s 
definition of transhumanism in 1990:

“Transhumanism is a class of philosophies of life that seek the continuation 
and acceleration of the evolution of intelligent life beyond its currently 
human form and human limitations by means of science and technology, 
guided by life-promoting principles and values.”

This definition shows, that transhumanism and transhumanist technologies 
can be seen as a natural extension of the adaptation and evolution thinking 
that a +4°C increase in global temperature might require. In the following, 
this work will highlight the current core disciplines within the practice of 
transhumanist technologies and sciences, which are often referred to as 
Biohacking.

2.2.1 Gene and genome editing.
Gene and genome editing describe the theory and praxis of selectively and 
intentionally modifying an individuals or a species DNA to remove, add, or 
change specific genetic traits of the recipient of such praxis. The foundation 
of this was laid out by the discovery of the CRISPR enzymes, specifically 
the Cas 9 protein in bacteria and archaea by Emanuelle Charpentier and 
Jennifer Doudna in 2005. 
In their natural form, CRISPR enzymes possess the ability to select and 
destroy specific areas within the DNA. The Cas 9 enzyme is then being used 
to weave a new strand of DNA into the already existing DNA sequence of the 
recipient. The key discovery by Charpentier and Doudna was not only the 
identification of said enzymes but also the fact that CRISPR and Cas 9 are 
completely programmable and can be used to modify the DNA of all species.

This was evidenced in 2017 when a group of Stanford researchers bred 
glowing Mice by embedding Firefly-DNA into their genetic sequence through 
CRISPR-Cas9 usage. 
Charpentier and Doudna were awarded the Nobel prize in chemistry in 
2020, thus further highlighting the importance and implications of their 
discovery.

While most countries have very strict regulations about gene editing, CRISPR-
Cas9 does not require massive technological support. Instead, individuals 
in the United States can buy basic CRISPR-Cas9 gene editing kits for as little 
as 169.00$ on the internet.
The usage of gene editing on humans has great potential for eliminating 
genetic diseases and enhancing and modifying the body, yet remains highly 
controversial due to ethical questions linked to such practice. This will be 
further discussed in 3.0.
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2.2.2 Nanobiotechnology: 
Nanobiotechnology describes the usage of nanotechnology on living things. 
Nanotechnology is a technology that consists of particles and devices such 
as nanorobots, whose scale range between 1 and 100 nanometers. Due to 
the size of the components, nanobiotechnology can be used as a method 
to introduce new functions and traits to the human body by becoming 
part of the bloodstream or cellular structure. If used to cure diseases and/
or enhance the body’s performance, nanobiotechnology is referred to as 
nanomedicine.
Current research and practice focus on delivering drugs and medicine 
to affect only specific areas such as cancer cells and provide additional 
functions to the human body such as breaking down molecules that could 
introduce a permanent cure for illnesses such as diabetes.

Aside from introducing new traits and functions to the body, 
nanobiotechnology also exhibits the possibility to generate, regenerate 
and reconstruct biological tissue through weaving proteins. A useful 
example for this is three US-American patients who have received whole 
cultured bladder transplants which have been cultivated through the usage 
of nanobiology techniques. Furthermore, scientists performing animal 
studies have been successful in growing a fully functional uterus outside of 
the body, which was then transplanted into the recipient’s body and used 
to produce a baby.
For this project, Nanobiotechnology, therefore, promises a useful tool 
to restructure the way human organs function in addition to introducing 
new traits and features into the human body through nanoparticles and 
nanorobots.

2.2.3 Technological implants and prosthesis:
As probably the best-known area of transhumanist technologies, implants 
and prosthesis enhance or adapt the human body by adding technological 
features to its functions.
This practice has already become a staple in modern medicine, where 
implants like pacemakers have become standard procedures. But with new 
and upcoming technology, transhumanist activists and artists continue to 
push the boundaries from pure medical necessity to true cyborgism through 
introducing new abilities and features through technological devices.
Prominent examples of this are Neil Harbisson and Kevin Warwick. Harbisson, 
who since his birth experiences total colour blindness, had an antenna 
surgically attached to his head that translates colour, including infrared 
and ultraviolet, into audible vibration. Through this, Harbisson has been 
able to perform case studies where he correctly identifies colours despite 
his impaired vision. His antenna is also accessible through the internet, 
allowing selected individuals across the globe to share impressions and 
images with him in real-time.

Kevin Warwick on the other hand pushed the boundaries of natural human 
experience, by implanting over 200 electrodes into his arm that interact with 
the electricity of his nervous system, thus giving him the ability to precisely 
control robotic machines through his arm movements. In an extension of 
this project, Warwick’s wife Irena Warwick got a simplified array of Warwick’s 
electrodes implanted into her arm. By connecting and transferring the 
electronic impulses of their electrodes, Kevin and Irena Warwick were able 
to feel the sensations experienced by the other’s arm through stimulus 
received by their electrodes. This project has been deemed a significant 
stepping stone in the exploration of technologically induced empathy and 
transhumanist telepathy.
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Photoshoot of Kevin Warwick ‘s electrode impllants
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3. Analysis and Ethics
While all transhumanist technologies beg the fundamental question of what 
it means to be human, some require more discussion around ethics, human 
rights and legality than others.

Since transhumanist tools such as nanobiotechnology and technological 
implants and prosthetics only influence the individual who receives 
treatment through such tools, ethical concerns surrounding the procedure 
can often be satisfied through pharmaceutical and medical certification in 
addition to studies on the performance of the said procedure.
Gene and genome-editing on the other hand have the potential to not only 
influence an already existing organism, but also unborn ones and even entire 
species and therefore require much more ethical consideration. As a result 
of this, most countries across the globe currently have strict regulations or 
even completely prohibit the usage and research of gene editing through 
CRISPR Cas9.

3.1. Eugenics:
Eugenics as a term describes the belief and practice of attempting to 
improve the human species genetic quality. This begs the fundamental 
question of how genetic quality is to be defined. Historical examples of 
eugenics in action often correlate with genocide, either through prohibiting 
a targeted demographic whose genetic quality is deemed to be inferior from 
reproducing or by outright killing the living individuals of said demographic.
While Eugenics is often associated with the actions of the Nazi government 
of Germany in the 1930s and 1940s, eugenicist practices have been common 
across multiple cultures and mostly target disabled and mentally ill people, 
ethnic and religious minorities as well as people who are deemed to be 
unclean or sodomites such as LGBTQIA+ individuals.

Previous tools of eugenicist beliefs were mostly centred around selective 
breeding, however, CRISPR Cas9 and gene editing technology renewed the 
debates around eugenics by introducing the potential ability to directly 
influence the traits of the unborn, thus resulting in the creation of designer 
babies. This stands in contrast to recognizing and aborting fetuses with 
specific traits, by keeping the fetus alive and instead only eliminating the 
targeted trait. 

As a result of this, the discussion around eugenics can be reshaped to 
not only centre around who is ‘genetically inferior’ but instead to what is 
‘genetically inferior’. The huge problem with this in contrast to implants and 
nanobiotechnology is that a fetus has no agency in determining its future 
traits and characteristics and solely relies on the attitudes of its parents, 
the doctors and the society and culture it will be born in. An additional 
problem is, that genetically determined minorities could be eradicated by 
the majorities belief system that influences the choice of genetic editing, 
thus again resulting in genocide. While most countries, therefore, prohibit 
the usage of genetic modification on fetuses, Chinese scientist He Jiankui 
made headlines in 2018, by performing exactly these procedures on two 
fetuses in an attempt to make them immune to HIV.  
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3.2 Changing a species:
The other ethical concern behind the usage of gene-editing technology is 
its inherent characteristic that any edits that target an individual’s genome, 
will also be inherited by its offspring. While this also promises great benefits 
in human attempts to eradicate transmittable diseases such as malaria, 
this always comes at the cost of risking the genetic change to occur in all 
individuals of a species. Technologies that target a species genome are 
called ‘gene drive’. Since species that are subject to gene drives will exhibit 
new traits, it might change their niche within its ecosystem, thus influencing 
or even eradicating the lives of other species. Since ecosystems feature 
mechanisms and interplay of high complexity between their inhabitants, a 
change to one species is likely to have unaccounted side effects that could 
change how the fundamentals of the ecosystem work. 
Furthermore, genetically modified species could potentially cross the 
boundaries of their own ecosystem and become a new invasive, dominant 
species within another ecosystem. Since cascade effects like these are 
difficult to calculate, any attempt to edit a species genome comes with great 
ethical concern and discussion. 
Arguments for and against gene drives often centre around the subjective 
stances on how much influence humankind should take within an ecosystem 
and other species. While proponents argue that humans have always 
impacted their surroundings, be it through agriculture or urbanization, 
critics argue that the scale at which gene drives could affect other species 
and the natural environment is unprecedented. 

Infographic explaining the effects on gene drives on a species
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4. Rapid prototyping
During the Unit 04 session of DATE, designers of MA DSISF were faced with 
the challenge to prototype a first model of their desired design outcome. For 
this project, I used playdough, a piece of plastic wrap and a button to create 
the prototype portrayed on the left. 

Story:
This object represents an inhaler that can be obtained for $1.99 at a local 
vending machine and is designed to tackle the lack of oxygen in a +4°C 
world. It contains a culture of genetically modified microalgae that, once 
sprayed into the user’s mouth, will stick to the mouths walls and produce 
oxygen from within the user’s mouth for up to 48 hours.

Positionality:
The item takes inspiration from the research conducted previously. It 
attempts to tackle one of the many challenges that were found while 
investigating the influences of a +4°C world on the human body. By 
genetically modifying not the body of the user itself but instead the algae 
culture, ethical concerns around changing the human’s genetic composition 
can be avoided. By positioning it as an everyday item that can be acquired 
for low cost at a commonplace, this object comments on the accessibility 
and regulation of transhumanist solutions to the impacts of climate change 
within this speculative scenario.

button to release microalgae 
(pink play dough)

container (pink play dough)

protective screen (plastic wrap)
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microalgae culture ( green and yellow play dough)

valve (blue button)

button to open valve (pink play dough)
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5. Co-design workshop creation
5.1 Goal setting
In order to avoid designing solely from my individual, subjective perspective, 
I chose to host a co-creation workshop with the goal to populate the future 
envisioned within this speculative design scenario. The desired outcome 
for this is on one hand the co-creation of different transhumanist inventions 
that tackle the issues of the previously described scenario. On the other 
hand, it also should evaluate and comment on the positionality of said 
transhumanist inventions by investigating the culture, feelings, importance 
and personal relationships between future humans and these objects. 

The people selected for this co-design workshop are members of the german 
design collective der Salon, who specialize in a variety of fields, while all 
being connected through the lens of design. The reason for the selection 
of this group is that they are on one hand accustomed to design workshops 
and can express their ideas and feelings freely within them, while on the 
other hand holding diverse backgrounds and marginalizations and different 
ages.

The supposed participants in this workshop are:
A white male motion designer, age 27.
A white female video artist, age 60.
A white female UX design professor, age 55.
A white male MA UX design student, age 23.
A white female project manager, age 25.
A white female game developer and researcher, age 27.
A black, nonbinary tattoo artist, age 26.
A white, nonbinary graphics designer age 25.

I also attempted to get in touch with biohackers and scientists, but 
unfortunately found no one willing to take part in the workshop.

5.2 Structure
To introduce the participants to the scenario of the workshop, I created and 
held a 20-minute presentation on the matters researched and highlighted in 
section 2. These were then summarized and turned into unique implications 
that can be used as inspiration from which to start the design process. This 
workshop attempts to achieve the previously described goals by splitting 
them into two tasks.
 
Task number 1: Within 20 minutes, conceptualize and visualize a design 
output that attempts to solve one of the implications explained at the end 
of the presentation.
Task number 2: Each participant will be matched with a predetermined 
character and the design output of another participant. Within 15 minutes, 
write a short text about your character’s relationship with this design output. 
Highlight the importance, cultural significance, pains and gains related to 
this object or concept. This can take the form of a diary entry, a voice mail, 
a social media post etc. etc.

At the end of the workshop, feedback round and discussion about the ethics 
and personal feelings towards the scenario, the project and workshop 
will be held. This is to enquire essential information on the feelings of a 
currently living target audience in relation to the subject matter, but also on 
how to better conduct a workshop like this in the future. The total time for 
this workshop is estimated to be 90 minutes.
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5.3 Conduction
The workshop took place on the evening of Friday 21st of May 2021. Three 
of the original eight participants dropped out shortly before the workshop, 
leaving for a total amount of five participants. The workshop took place over 
Zoom and has been recorded in its entirety. The workshop ended after 150 
minutes. This was because of a few technical difficulties in the beginning, 
some participants requesting extra time for the assignments and the final 
discussion taking longer than initially anticipated.

The character assigned to the participants were:
Character 1: You are 91 years old and live in a multigenerational home. You 
have already lived through most of your active years. You can still manage 
your own daily life, with few exceptions. You still remember how you spent 
a good part of your life without any modifications. 

Character 2: You are a child at the age of 7. You were born into this world 
without any knowledge of how it was before. Your parents are doing their 
best to maintain the right balance between a happy childhood and a realistic 
impression of your future living conditions.

Character 3: You are 36 years old and have been homeless for over 14 years. 
In this world, the physical conditions are hard for you and according to your 
lived experience, they are only getting harder. You have a solidarity group 
of people with similar experiences around you, you have been helping each 
other through the worst for some time. 

Character 4: You are 62 years old, one of the wealthiest people in the world 
and the founder of a biohacking company. According to your self-image, you 
have worked hard for your status and earned it. Your parents had a similar 
amount of money as you. 

Character 5: You are 28 years old and a farmer. You took over the farm from 
your parents a few years ago and are facing the challenge of cultivating your 
land in different climatic conditions than your parents. You have just started 
a young family with your partner.

Screenshot of the co-design workshop of 21st of May 2021
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5.4 Results
Phase 1:
Participant 1 developed a mixture between an implant and a prosthesis that 
regulates, intervenes and measures your temperature. The reasoning behind 
this is that people who are dehydrated and overheated often no longer 
notice this. The prosthesis gives you a warning signal upon dehydration 
and overheating and also pings said signal to an emergency control centre, 
which in case of an emergency then sends rescue forces to your aid.

Participant 2 developed a tool for heat regulation. This design takes the 
form of a partial, site-specific second skin as a wearable item, which keeps 
you cool. Said second skin stores sweat and energy emitted by body heat in 
a battery and a condensation tank on the wearer’s back, which then feeds 
their energy into a small air conditioner unit.
Participant 2 goes on to speculate whether said second skin could also be 
directly inserted into the skin by CRISPR Cas-9. Their source of inspiration 
for this are animals and smart materials.

Participant 3 envisions making people ectotherm like frogs instead of 
endotherm like most mammals. This allows for the body to perform much 
more energy efficient by changing up the metabolism and the way in which 
the energy gets used.

Participant 4 says their prototype attempts to optimize the body’s water 
balance. In their mind, urine and sweat lose too much water and the body 
does not perform efficiently enough on its own. They envision a suit that 
treats these liquids and converts them into clean drinking water. This 
system then feeds the water directly back into the body as one element of 
a closed system. The other function of said suit uses a portion of that water 
as a water cooling system like in a computer. The suit can get wet due to 

stored liquid, but in contrast to sweating, no water is actually lost since it is 
a closed system. The suit also maximizes cooling through increased surface 
area and has a central water reservoir at the back.

Participant 5 takes inspiration from the genetic modification enabled by 
CRISPR-Cas9. They envision a DNA drip that provides the human body with 
gazelle DNA. These animals possess the ability to shrink their heart and 
liver, thereby reducing their metabolism and frequency of breath which 
leads them to emit less water vapour when breathing. Participant 5 says 
they also can use their own urine as a cooling mechanism by spraying it into 
their felt and reabsorbing parts of it. All of this leads to them having a useful 
survival mechanism due to a lower required water intake when their habitat 
gets struck by drought.

Participant 2’s  second skin prototype
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Participant 4’s water filtration and cooling suit prototype
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Phase 2 (translations, as the workshop was held in german):
Participant 3 (62-year-old oligarch) envisioning live with participant 4’s 
invention (water-cooling and filtering suit):
“Today is the 15th of August and it is once again 42°. For 6 weeks the 
thermometer does not fall below 40°C. It is a good thing, that I bought the 
water storage suit 3 years ago, otherwise I could possibly no longer be outside. 
Well, I must say it was quite expensive, but still in the third generation, very 
well constructed and definitely worth the money. I also placed a repeat order 
for the whole research team and then they were significantly cheaper. The 
team is on the verge of a breakthrough in creating a spectacular hack that 
will finally turn humans into warm-changing beings. Then this annoying 
suit will finally be unnecessary and we can breathe a sigh of relief despite 
the temperatures and be much more productive again. Maybe then I will 
finally be accepted into the Hall-Of-Fame of the Do-Gooders. I’m sure that 
would make Papi very happy if he hadn’t died of overheating years ago. In 
any case, I’m sure I’ll make him very proud afterwards.”

Participant 4 (elder citizen) with participant 1’s invention (heat and hydration 
tracking implant):
“(My 91-year-old Walter used his adaptation into the new techy world to 
become an influencer for other elder citizens). In his mind, all of the recent 
inventions have been totally great for his life. He is totally cool with it and all 
the other elders are full of envy because he now no longer has problems with 
eating, which especially in old age can pose difficulties due to problems with 
digestion. The thing just regulates that you only digest when you need food, 
so he’s got it all totally tracked out. Also, his body temperature is always set 
to its optimum, which. He advertises these products via social media, with 
sponsored links and so on. He is incredibly happy with it when he sits with 
it in his seniors’ high-rise café lounge. He advertised it all a bit because 
he realized at some point that he had to accept the mods in order to have a 

place in society, so he leaned in completely.”

Participant 1 (7 years old, born in this world) with participant 3’s invention 
(becoming ectotherm):
“I have already become ectothermic, even though I am only 7 years old. I am 
with my parents in the city centre on the way home, the sun is strong and the 
two tell me once more that I should not run so fast because apparently, I can 
not stand the heat otherwise. And then they always start to complain about 
how stupid it is that we can no longer move freely. I honestly do not know 
what they mean because that’s just obvious when it is this hot. But in the 
past, that was probably different and there you would also apparently have 
died because of the heat. That’s what they always say when we cool down 
again and before we go outside. It annoys me a little bit, too, because they 
are probably still mourning over that time quite a bit. When I was a toddler 
I often behaved in life-threatening ways, like when I almost died because I 
moved too fast in the heat or before cold spells when I wasn’t in the sun long 
enough. But so far everything went well and in the meantime, I have learned, 
even though it took a little while. What is probably also quite funny is that 
the two always tell us that when they were very young they still had special 
clothes for special occasions. So jackets for the winter and short clothes for 
the summer and so on and so forth...”

Participant 2 (long term homeless person) with participant 5’s invention 
(gazelle DNA):
“Life on the street is hard, especially in the summer. Water is very expensive 
and hard for us to get. Many of us died of thirst, heat stroke or poisoning 
from contaminated water. If we had water we had to guard it in the group 
and defend it against others. Some of us used to have cooling suits with a 
water reservoir on the back. At that time there were also physical assaults 
where the water tanks were torn off and stolen. But for us poor folk, we now 
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have the gazelle genes. The rich have enough water. Because of the gazelle 
genes, many things have become easier. We need close to no water anymore. 
We are safer because the water can no longer be stolen. The shrinking of the 
organs in spring hurts, but it is necessary to survive the summer. We have 
gotten used to it and celebrate the sand gazelle festival together when it 
starts. The gazelle saved our lives and it is sacred to us.”

Participant 5 (young farmer) with participant 2’s invention (second skin 
suit):
“Without my Second Skin, I can no longer safely enter the outer atmosphere. 
I was careless during the last harvest, and a tear on the back of my Second 
Skin almost cost me my life. I only got a new one from the community council 
because, as a farmer, I am indispensable to the people around me. Physical 
work has been impossible without the Second Skin for about 4 years. My 
parents got along without one, but today I have to see that the monthly water 
share provided to me by the local government is sufficient for cultivating the 
feed and serving my family. My second skin means pure survival for me and 
my community. I hope that soon a method will be developed to permanently 
connect our new skin to the old one so that we can go outside again without 
worrying.”

Participant 4 created a mock up of the elder’s 
instagram where he promotes new tech gear
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5.5 Implications for this project
When giving feedback, all participants stated that the workshop inspired 
them to think about a future with severe climate change impacts more. They 
also said that while a lot of their envisioned inventions seemed dystopian, 
to them it would make sense to adapt in such ways once a scenario like this 
occurs and that they wouldn’t feel bad about it. Furthermore, they stated 
that they enjoyed that this workshop allowed them to take agency in the 
shaping of said future and that they wish this to also be the case were this 
scenario to actually happen.

The created inventions during this workshop will be used as inspiration for 
the further concept development of the design outcome. It is noticeable 
that despite being presented with a variety of different leverages targeting 
different problem areas, all but one of the participants chose to focus on 
designing their interventions around the concepts of heat mitigation and 
water usage. This seems to be an area of high personal investment and 
stakes, that therefore should be part of the final design outcome of this unit.

A key takeaway from this exercise has been the ideas about how objects 
like these are treated and how accessible they are to different people 
depending on their positionality within society and potential intersectional 
marginalization. All of the participants’ characters fully embraced their 
modification and took the present scenario as unchangeable circumstances, 
thus positioning their modification as essential to their well being. 

In terms of the conduction of the workshop, it was noted that the total 
duration of the workshop significantly exceeded the expected length. As a 
result of this, I should be more generous when planning time. Also, the next 
online co-design workshop I host should pre-schedule a test run to ensure 
all technical assets and software are functional and work as intended. 
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6. Concept-development and worldbuilding
In order to successfully meet the initially defined goal of telling a story and 
populating a future in which a high-intensity climate change scenario forces 
people to adapt and modify their body through biohacking, the speculative 
design outcome needs to be well situated within the created world. It needs 
to be complex enough to inhibit multiple narratives and ideas to ensure 
proper engagement with the scenario, and also simple enough that people 
will feel like it is relatable to their lives and want to engage with it.

6.1 Accessibility and intersectional inclusivity
Since a lot of the inventions designed in the co-creation workshop featured 
expensive technology like whole-body suits and implants, a communal rather 
than purely individualistic approach towards the funding and distribution 
of such inventions needs to occur in order for this future to be accessible 
to people of different economic classes and other marginalizations. The 
design outcome of this project will take on an essential role within the 
lives of its users, similar in importance to shelter and access to food, clean 
drinking water and healthcare. Because of this, I chose against designing 
an artefact for the future individualistic consumer market, but rather as 
part of a communal support system that is sensitive to specific needs and 
requirements depending on one’s individual situation.

Since users within this speculative scenario will be likely to receive more 
than one modification during their lifetime, individual assessment requires 
additional attention since previous changes to the human body might 
influence how further modification functions and needs to be conducted. This 
results in even more medical complexity than the variety of human bodies 
today offers. Assessment and treatment in our current medical system often 
do not consider different characteristics and reactions to treatment based 

on gender and sex, race and disability. The system designed for the future 
will be required to take these factors into account. This will be achieved by 
conducting a case by case analysis of each person’s individual genome and 
cellular structure to ensure that the proper modifications are matched to the 
recipients physical and genetic predispositions.

6.2 Situating
To ensure the previously discussed requirements in terms of accessibility and 
inclusivity, the concept surrounding the design output takes shape within 
the general healthcare system of the future. This system is crowdfunded 
in a similar manner to the NHS and other European healthcare systems 
and therefore does not require individuals to directly pay for each of their 
received treatments. 

For this, I came up with the idea of a transhumanist laboratory and workshop 
in which individuals can feedback with trained experts and practitioners 
that offer guidance and support on a one by one basis. These facilities 
will be part of each community’s clinic and are designed to be open for 
co-creation and input of each individual. The philosophy behind this is 
“everyone knows their body best and should be allowed to use their own 
expertise in combination with the trained practitioner’s knowledge”.

The great diversity in terms of intensity, cost, risk and expertise of potential 
modification will require these laboratories and workshops to possess 
different areas and experts that focus on specific aspects within the general 
umbrella of transhumanist modifications. 
As an example of this, a practitioner trained in engineering transplants 
and prosthesis will not possess the same knowledge as someone who 
works with CRISPR-Cas9 based gene-editing technology. They also require 
different tools, different spaces and different relationships with their 
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patients. However, in order to tell a compelling story with the constraints of 
limited time and the availability of resources of the designer, not all of these 
areas will be highlighted and featured within the speculative design output. 
Instead, only one area will be fully conceptualized and prototyped, to ensure 
that the story that is told is deep enough to allow for further questions and 
focussed enough to be accessible and compelling.

For this, I chose the facility of a pharmacy. This is because most people in 
our current society frequent pharmacies much more often than surgeries 
and specialist tools, thereby making the story told by the design output as 
relatable as possible to the recipients.

6.3 Conceptualizing the design output
The overall idea behind the pharmacy is that it features a high variety of 
modifications that are easily accessible and come with a control check 
through the pharmacist. My initial idea was to create an automated night 
counter in the form of a vending machine that people can access at all times 
throughout the day.
However, this was quickly scrapped when evaluating the complexity and 
material cost for such a device. 

sketch of the vending machine I intended to prototype
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After feeding back with my tutor Anna Schlimm as well as my course 
members Georgia Vincent, Lorna Powell I decided to reiterate the concept 
for the design output. Instead of creating the vending machine, I would 
engage in roleplay as a future transhumanist pharmacist of the year 2100, 
that hands out different types of biohacking medication depending on the 
recipient’s individual needs and predispositions.
The key behind this roleplay is to tell the story through interaction. As the 
pharmacist, I can introduce people to the scenario and the facility they are 
in. By allowing them to acquire medication specific to their needs, the story 
gets personalized and involves the participant through interaction. For this, 
I aim to develop an assessment sheet that lists a variety of symptoms from 
which participants get to choose. These predetermined symptoms create 
two effects: 1. The participant gets the illusion of free choice while being 
provided with the basic information that is necessary in order for them to 
make a decision. and 2. the preselected choices determine the kind and 
variety of medication that is required to make this roleplay convincing. 
If the participant were met with just a blank option, they would likely either 
be overwhelmed by the scenario or choose a range of symptoms for which 
no medication has been prototyped, thus leading to a dead-end in the 
interaction.

The next step in this interaction process is to match the participant with the 
medication specific to their chosen symptoms. For this, I decided to create 
a variety of medication that deals with different climate crisis based issues 
within the world of 2100. Once given their medication, the pharmacist will 
explain the mechanisms and functionality of said medicine and discuss 
potential side effects with the participant. 
To finalize the interaction, the pharmacist will refer to the leaflet within 
the medical package containing further information and hand out the 
medication for the participant to take with them. This is a key feature of 

this performance, that allows the participant to engage with the project 
long term, sharing the story and experience with their friends by showing 
them their medicine and having a personal connection with this speculative 
design scenario. All of this will contribute to the goal of populating a future 
in which humans need to live and adapt to the impacts of a +4°C climate 
crisis, by placing it into the minds of everyday people in the here and now. 
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7. Ideas, prototyping, testing
As per the medication, I chose to create four different kinds with a number of 
10 each, accumulating to a total of 40 packages. When deciding what kind 
of solutions to the challenges of a +4°C climate crisis these medications 
should provide, I took great inspiration from the output of the co-design 
workshop on the 21st of May 2021. 

7.1 Ventalgan Forte
The first medication is an iteration of the previously prototyped microalgae 
spray. In this version, the microalgae will coat the mouth through the 
application and usage of a mouthwash, which is a more natural form for 
algae to occur in. For this product, I envision a packaging that represents 
holistic, symbiotic treatment in contrast to the other medications which will 
look more scientific and regimented.

7.2 NITRO Haler
The second medication will take the form of an inhaler, partially inspired by 
the previous microalgae mouth spray. This inhaler will boost energy levels 
and supplement the need for oxygen by introducing nanorobots to the 
recipient cells that use Nitrogen instead of Oxygen for energy generation. 
The packaging for this will be a little more on the symbolic, abstract side 
since neither nanobots nor nitrogen is visible to the human eye.

7.3 GIT NanoRuminant
The third medication takes inspiration from the co-design workshop. 
However, instead of changing the entire body to be ectothermic, only 
selected regions such as the gastrointestinal area will be affected. By 
reconstructing these through the usage of tissue weaving nanobots to 
the likes of ruminants like cattle, sheep and goats, the user will receive a 
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metabolism that can break down additional food sources like grass, bark, 
leaves and twigs. This is designed to combat food scarcity in the +4°C world. 
These will take on the form of pills designed to be swallowed that directly 
target the affected areas.

7.4 37DN AnthroCamae
The fourth and final medication takes inspiration from the gazelle DNA that 
changes a human’s anatomy to be more suited to a warmer climate. Instead 
of going for the gazelle, I researched multiple animals that are accustomed 
to warmer, drier regions and chose to go with the camel as the most 
advanced specialist. The name contains a wordplay, since camels have 37 
chromosome pairs, anthro refers to the human and camae to the camel. 
The camel DNA will come in a vial alongside a syringe for self-injection.

7.5 Testing and Creating
When designing the packages, I created a cut file in Adobe Illustrator 
which I then decorated with elements that you would typically find on 
pharmaceutical packaging. For this, I looked at my own medicine at home 
for reference.
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After placing all the finalized cut files within A4 frames, I printed one of each 
kind on 100g A4 paper to create a first LoFi version of the design outcome 
and test if any iterations needed to occur. I then showed these prototypes 
to my other course members Cecilia, Helen Wendenburg and Nicole Poor as 
well as to some of my friends in Germany. They all gave positive feedback 
and fortunately, the cut files layout was created correctly so that all of them 
fit just as intended, meaning no further iteration was required. To create 
the actual packaging I printed 10 of each of the same 4 layouts on 300g A4 
paper at LCCs digital printing workshop. I then cut all 40 pages out by hand 
and used double-sided tape to glue them together, creating a stable shell 
for the package’s contents. 

For the contents, I ordered 20 vials, 100 empty pill shells, and 10 plastic 
syringes on the internet. 10 of these vials would be filled with water and 
green food colouring to portray the microalgae-mouthwash, the other 10 
would be filled with orange juice to portray the camel DNA. The empty pill 
shells consist of collagen and were filled with soil and pollinator-friendly 
wildflower seeds so that they could be used as seed bombs. Each GIT 
NanoRuminant package would receive 10 seed bomb pills.
In addition to this, I downloaded a free 3D model of an Asthma-Inhaler and 
3D-printed them in LCCs 3D-Workshop. These were then distributed to the 
NITRO Haler packages.

I also wrote and designed leaflets to come with all packages that feature 
specific information about each medication. This was used as a way to 
include my research for each medication in the packaging and offer a more 
in-depth story to participants if they desire to engage with it. The leaflet’s 
structure and layout were intended to look like a standard type of leaflet 
that usually comes with the medicine. These were printed on 100g paper 
and then cut and folded to fit the form of each package.

prototypes of mecial packages on 100g paper
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finalized medical packages, 4 variants, 10 pieces each
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As per the container of the medical packages, I received a basket from my 
course leader Anna Schlimm, which I spray painted white to better fit the 
pharmaceutical aesthetic I was going for.
Finally, I wrote an assessment form which was printed and intended to be 
handed out to the participants as a way to evaluate their individual needs 
in this speculative future scenario.

7.6 Costume
For the costume of the transhumanist pharmacist, I borrowed a white coat 
from my course member Georgia Vincent, and a pair of fairy wings from 
another course member, Nicole Poor.

I completed the look by wearing safety goggles acquired in the 3D workshop 
alongside a FFP2 facial mask, and dying my hair to look more futuristic.

transhumanist pharmacist costume + mobile basket-pharmacy 
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Welcome to the transhumanist workshop and 
laboratories of the year 2100. 
This is an assessment form by the pharmaceutical department of tWL London, used as a guiding tool to identify 
the correct medication for your specific needs. At tWL London, we focus on developing transhumanist medical 
solutions to the current environmental impacts that the unmitigated climate crisis has on your body. Through 
transcending the physical boundaries of human existence, we allow you and your body to become more adaptab-
le and resistent to lessen your struggles and ensure you are still able to lead a life worth living. For this, we take 
great inspiration in already existing solutions within our natural environment and develop ways of how to incorpo-
rate these into your body.

Since every body (especially if previously modified) requires individual assessment, we urge you to 
complete an entire DNA and cellular scan before taking any of the drugs handed out by the phar-
maceutical department of tWL London.

Examplatory issues we are solving through our biohacking drugs:
The +4°C increase in overall global temperatures we are currently experiencing has a variety of negative effects 
on the overall human health. Previously rare conditions like overheating and dehydration in the summer have 
become common experiences affecting every individual in our climate region. We encourage to avoid heat during 
the daytime when possible.

The increase in temperature has led to most staple food sources of the central european climate zone like crops 
and grains, vegetables and fruit dying out. Malnourishment due to food scarcity has become a common experi-
ence affecting the development, health and performance of most individuals. The decrease in overall amount of 
vegetation also reduces the amount of breathable Oxygen in the air.

We also currently experience an increase in pests and diseases previously native to warmer climate zones.

Technologies we use at tWL London:
Gene and genome editing:
CRISPR-Cas9 is a genome sequence originally discovered in bacteria in 2005. It is used to cut out specific 
sequences of DNA and replace them with intentionally selected. As an example of this, you can take DNA from 
a different organism and place that trait within a new one. If it becomes part of your genome, your offspring will 
also experience the benefits of these genetic traits. It is entirely programmable and the basis of most gene 
editing. 

Nanobiotechnology: 
Nanobiotechnology (sometimes referred to as nanobiology) is best described as helping modern medicine 

progress from treating symptoms to generating cures and regenerating biological tissues. Through the use of 
nanomedicine and nano-robots, we are able to grow and modify already existing organs and tissue through 
weaving proteins within the body itself. It is also being used to deliver drugs and medicine to affect only specific 
areas such as cancer cells and provide additional functions to the human body such as breaking down molecules 
(thus offering permanent treatment to illnesses like diabetes).

In order for us to match you with the best medicine for your specific needs, please tik 
one ore more of the boxes below that apply to your circumstances:

  Struggle with breathing through oxygen scarcity

  Struggle with loss of overall energy

  Struggle with dehydration

  Struggle with overheating

  Struggle with malnourishement

  Struggle with availability of digestible food

For all kinds of technological transplants, refer to the chirurgical department of tWL London.

Welcome to the transhumanist workshop and 
laboratories of the year 2100. 
This is an assessment form by the pharmaceutical department of tWL London, used as a guiding tool to identify 
the correct medication for your specific needs. At tWL London, we focus on developing transhumanist medical 
solutions to the current environmental impacts that the unmitigated climate crisis has on your body. Through 
transcending the physical boundaries of human existence, we allow you and your body to become more adaptab-
le and resistent to lessen your struggles and ensure you are still able to lead a life worth living. For this, we take 
great inspiration in already existing solutions within our natural environment and develop ways of how to incorpo-
rate these into your body.

Since every body (especially if previously modified) requires individual assessment, we urge you to 
complete an entire DNA and cellular scan before taking any of the drugs handed out by the phar-
maceutical department of tWL London.

Examplatory issues we are solving through our biohacking drugs:
The +4°C increase in overall global temperatures we are currently experiencing has a variety of negative effects 
on the overall human health. Previously rare conditions like overheating and dehydration in the summer have 
become common experiences affecting every individual in our climate region. We encourage to avoid heat during 
the daytime when possible.

The increase in temperature has led to most staple food sources of the central european climate zone like crops 
and grains, vegetables and fruit dying out. Malnourishment due to food scarcity has become a common experi-
ence affecting the development, health and performance of most individuals. The decrease in overall amount of 
vegetation also reduces the amount of breathable Oxygen in the air.

We also currently experience an increase in pests and diseases previously native to warmer climate zones.

Technologies we use at tWL London:
Gene and genome editing:
CRISPR-Cas9 is a genome sequence originally discovered in bacteria in 2005. It is used to cut out specific 
sequences of DNA and replace them with intentionally selected. As an example of this, you can take DNA from 
a different organism and place that trait within a new one. If it becomes part of your genome, your offspring will 
also experience the benefits of these genetic traits. It is entirely programmable and the basis of most gene 
editing. 

Nanobiotechnology: 
Nanobiotechnology (sometimes referred to as nanobiology) is best described as helping modern medicine 

progress from treating symptoms to generating cures and regenerating biological tissues. Through the use of 
nanomedicine and nano-robots, we are able to grow and modify already existing organs and tissue through 
weaving proteins within the body itself. It is also being used to deliver drugs and medicine to affect only specific 
areas such as cancer cells and provide additional functions to the human body such as breaking down molecules 
(thus offering permanent treatment to illnesses like diabetes).

In order for us to match you with the best medicine for your specific needs, please tik 
one ore more of the boxes below that apply to your circumstances:

  Struggle with breathing through oxygen scarcity

  Struggle with loss of overall energy

  Struggle with dehydration

  Struggle with overheating

  Struggle with malnourishement

  Struggle with availability of digestible food

For all kinds of technological transplants, refer to the chirurgical department of tWL London.

assessment sheet of the transhumanist pharmaceutical department
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image 1-4: detail shots of Ventalgan Forte + contents
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image 1-4: detail shots of 37DN AnthroCamae Rapid+ contents
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image 1-4: detail shots of GIT NanoRuminant+ contents
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8. Final outcome and exhibition
On the exhibition day, I started with a basket filled with 10 times four different 
kinds of medical packages, each filled with fake medicine and leaflets, 20 
assessment forms and a costume. Due to the basket as well as the size and 
weight of my objects, I was able to move freely across the exhibition space 
and engage with participants and attendants face to face.
I also attempted to engage bypassers in the exhibition and my project 
which was partially successful, depending on the time and interest of the 
individual bypasser. The following images and videos were taken by our 
tutor Freya Swell, my roommate Ana Chopo who I invited to the exhibition, 
and a variety of other course members.

I received overall positive feedback from attendees and participants of my 
speculative design performance and at multiple times had three or more 
participants who simultaneously engaged with my project. The majority of 
them stated that they found the quality and design of the product to be 
convincing and at first were in disbelief that they could actually take the 
medical packages home. At the end of the exhibition, I was left with 3 out of 
the original 40 packages created, which I only kept for myself as they were 
the last of each kind.

When asked about their feelings and thoughts in relation to the scenario 
portrayed by my speculative design output, most exhibition participants 
answered in a similar fashion to the workshop participants of 21st of May 
2021. This being that they think that the scenario is unfortunate but not 
unlikely and that they enjoy being presented with an opportunity to start 
thinking about how to shape and populate this future.

 This in the end leads me to the conclusion that my initial goal (‘to spark a 
conversation about climate change, that is not purely about current politics 
and resistance, but rather envisions living and populating this future as a 
way to make the effects of the climate crisis.’) set at the beginning of the 
project was successfully met. As a continuation of this project, I look forward 
to sharing it in my portfolio and posting the concept behind my idea on a 
biohacking forum which I recently discovered, in order to get feedback from 
people who actually engage with this kind of praxis today.
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Participants inspecting the NITRO Haler and listening to instructions
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Handing out 37DN AnthroCamae Rapid to a participant after they filles out the assessment form
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Participant unpacking 37DN AnthroCamae Rapid and inspecting its contents



40 Matching course leader Anna Schlimm with the right medicine



41Discussing the speculative design project with local construction workers
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9. Reflection on Unit 04 and my co-design process
Within the entire programme of MA DSISF, the speculative nature of Unit 04 
was the one that so far played to most towards my strengths and interests. 
I thoroughly enjoyed engaging with the matters of climate change and 
human identity in a manner that is designed to spark conversation rather 
than attempt to solve a currently present issue. However, the aspect of this 
project from which I learned the most was co-design. It was my first time ever 
hosting a co-creation workshop by myself and using the creative outputs of 
the participants to further inform, influence and shape the project. 
I learned that when attempting to communicate about the future and human 
lives within it, that it is not sufficient to merely design from one’s own 
perspective. Even though I did not have a fixed partner for this project, it 
feels like the outcome was created by not just me but my surroundings, the 
feedback of fellow students, the work of current biohackers and the ideas 
of my co-creators. 

I also learned that the further you look into the future, the more complex 
potential developments become. As a result of this, focussing on a few 
aspects can be a more compelling, captivating way to tell a story and get 
people to relate to your scenario, rather than attempting to communicate 
all different facets of your scenario at once. This caused me to look at how 
the systems mentioned in my project, like the medical system, biohacking 
and the climate crisis are in most cases created and facilitated by the white 
cis-hetero patriarchy and do include the voices of marginalized people, 
especially the ones experiencing marginalizations at multiple intersections 
of their identity.
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For this, I needed to engage with the experiences of different stakeholders 
and identify ways in how they can best be included in the sustainable 
design output. Due to time limitations, I was unfortunately not able to host 
an additional workshop with individuals of such experience, which could 
have been a potential tremendous benefit for the further development of 
this project. 
I also regret that I was unable to receive word back from the current 
biohackers I contacted, as I feel like their perspective could have contributed 
to otherwise inaccessible expertise. In an attempt to mitigate this loss, I will 
try to treat this project as an open process, rather than viewing the exhibition 
and portfolio as the finalized stage. I plan to do this by posting my design 
output on a biohacking forum that I discovered just this week, in order to 
gather feedback from biohackers and maybe inspire them to consider the 
positionality of their praxis towards the speculative design scenario and 
intersectional accessibility.

Even though I missed out on a few potential opportunities to elevate 
this project to the next level, all in all, I am more than satisfied with my 
work, output and research process. This has proven to be a great learning 
experience in terms of conducting an entire design research process on my 
own, speculative design and co-design, which are practices that I intend 
to expand and explore further in my final Design in Action Mayor Project of 
unit 05.


